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A number of methods have been developed to predict functional important sites in protein familias based 
on sequence and structure information. The knowledge of important residues in a protein was a matter of 
concern and many experimental and computational approaches have been applied to tackle this problem. 
The importante of a particular residue in a protein can be due to different factors, ie: structural, protein-
protein o DNA /RNA binding site, ligand binding site, catalytic residue, functional site, specificity 
determining position, etc. In most of the cases it is difficult to assign a definite function to a particular 
residue due to that there is a continuum between the structural and functional importance, since mutation 
to any of them might impact function, structure and evolution. In other cases their function can be 
recognized and the obtained information may be of high importante towards the biological problem we are 
facing. Three clear signals of evolution are conservation, conservation within specific groups of sequences 
and coevolution between residues. The conservation is relatively straightforward to calculate and interpret. 
A change in a highly conserved residue (even when proteins are very diverse) should have a deleterious 
effect. Specificity Determining Positions (SDP) are those columns in the MSA conserved within pre-
defined groups of proteins with the same specificity (specificity groups) and differ between groups. 
Positions with such conservation pattern account for differences in the specificity. Recently, several 
methods for prediction of SDPs have been developed, many of them need a previous classification of the 
proteins into functional groups [1, 2] which make them barely usable as this information is unavailable in 
the great majority of the cases and is far from trivial to calculate and validate. To somehow overcome that 
problem there are methods that tackle the issue of grouping sequences in a MSA [3-9]. Besides, other 
methods rank residues by its relative importance in the MSA without defining which their importance is 
[10-12]. While the above mention methods only relay in sequence analysis, other include measures of 
proximity [13]. At last, the inter-relationship between two or more positions can be estimated using mutual 
information (MI) from information theory [14]. We introduced a cumulative Mutual Information concept 
(cMI) that measures the degree of shared mutual information of a given residue [11]. 
In this work we tested several method to measure conservation, SDPs and coevolution and compared to 
which degree are they correlated. Whereas SDPs are strongly related with conservation, mutual 
information or coevolution is to a lesser extent related to it, so providing a different piece of information. 
Disentangling the function of different positions in an alignment (and what each calculation method 
provides) will allow as creating methods that take profit from different information that could be use for a 
deeper study of any proteins as well as for more precise and better annotations of proteins with unknown 
function, between others. 
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